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WIDE VISION



ALHENA
Global Expertise

Being primarily focussed on the retail sector, ALHENA offers the 
advantage of an expert service: from architectural and engineering 
design to building/plant construction, from control and management of 
technical-administrative procedures to construction site management 
and, finally, after-sales support.

All this designed and customized according to the Client’s needs, 
from just construction to the most complete turnkey service. Sole 
construction partner of international retail brands throughout Europe, 
ALHENA relies on a young team and expert management, and over 
recent years has built a network of 300 sales outlets and 21 brands.
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WIDE VISION
With ALHENA, brands get a head start

First contact, immediate security.

After a careful audit and correct brand’s value positioning, ALHENA 
offers a competitive, clearly sustainable turnkey solution that is 
immediately clear to the client and of great emotional impact to the 
end-user.

Our way of collaborating with clients, namely as sole partners across 
the board, is a lively experience involving different sectors, including 
fashion, food, the hospitality industry, travel retail, large-scale retail, and 
home design.
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LIVING BACKGROUND
Experience that knows how to deal with reality

Multiple knowledge, expert planning.

The most solid background is working for you: it consists of in-depth 
knowledge developed through long field practice involving crucial 
disciplines, namely planning and research, architectural and plant 
engineering, materials science, new sustainable technologies, 
furnishings concept, building site management, and after-sales service.

To this hefty specialized list ALHENA can add the strength of its 
own history: a strongly motivated team that works in unison to offer 
carefully considered, unanimous solutions which are one step ahead of 
expectations.
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PROJECT MARKETING 
Our engagement 
always focussed on sales

KEY TRENDS 
We create trendy spaces
that can capture the future

Relevant core business, effective market orientation.

ALHENA’s proven experience, the cornerstone of its core business, 
enables it to combine tradition and market scouting, creating an 
innovative project based on advanced marketing and sale concepts.

Every time unique, every time precisely tailored to user requirements: 
this is the ALHENA offer. It can operate in emerging niches, interacts 
easily with startups in the sector, gets involved in management and 
services equipment, fits out management and services areas, and offers 
a distinctive imprinting to stores as well as to business and production 
premises.

Select materials, creative innovation.

Thanks to its optimal size, multi-disciplinary capability and fluid 
and direct approach, ALHENA can draw upon the trends, and the 
technological, stylistic and material innovations that appear on the 
markets.

To the client, it means being able to enjoy a privileged position, 
unmediated by bureaucracies or hierarchical structures, which makes it 
possible to develop a state-of-the-art, up-to-date project that is aware 
of the past and future proof.
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STORE BY STORE 
In our building sites timing is rigorous

Execution certainty, building site quality.

ALHENA follows its building sites personally, never handing this 
delicate stage over to third parties. Everything is planned: from an 
accurate assessment of the just-in-time delivery of materials to the 
organization of the operational steps. When calculating construction 
times, an orderly and optimal schedule is worked out, in full compliance 
with the Client’s specific needs.

“Mastery” of the building site is a distinguishing ALHENA characteristic 
that epitomizes its quality of service. Managing the building site directly 
also means we can understand and anticipate any problems, verify 
exactly the quality of materials and workmanship and, without fear of 
retraction, provide the best guarantee of our client’s interests.
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DAY AFTER DAY 
We take care of your spaces
we remain close to you, even from faraway

Everything planned, including maintenance.

Once the outfitted space is delivered, clients benefit from another 
aspect of the ALHENA turnkey solution: our customer service 
dedicated to the maintenance of systems and installations.

Our service includes not only hydraulic and electric systems, 
installations and furnishings, but also the structural restoration of areas 
in case of particularly serious events or calamities. This is yet another 
example of ALHENA’s guarantee of closeness to its clients over time.
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Via Tassi, 6 - 43122 Parma PR
www.alhenaservice.com
+39 0521 469082
info@alhenaservice.com

ALHENA Service s.r.l.


